
Standard 3-part lipped aluminium threshold 

The standard threshold is a quick-interlocking 
3-part stepped construction that provides easy
ramped access to your garage. It includes a
thermal break, helping reduce heat transfer and
a lip seal to help provide a barrier to dust and
debris and assist weather protection.

Optional aluminium strip threshold

The aluminium profile on a side hinged garage 
doors provides a simple low-profile threshold. 
The bottom of each door leaf has a simple finned 
seal that sits on the strip threshold when closed. 

What performance can I expect from the door and threshold - light, 
drafts & water ingress?

Thresholds only function effectively when fitted to a level floor that is in good 
condition. A new threshold won’t fix a poor floor! It’s important to note that our 
side hinged garage doors are not hermetically sealed. Garage doors are not 
front doors but do perform very well for doors designed to provide vehicular 
access to a garage space.
Your garage will not be pitch black... 
When the door is closed, light ingress is to be expected – when it’s daylight 
outside and your lights are off, your garage will not be pitch black. The door 
seals are reasonably effective at stopping light passage but will not eliminate 
it. This will be more pronounced generally where seals meet, on seals that are 
between moving sections and particularly in corners.
Drafts? 
Where light can get in, so can a draft. With a well installed door that has seals in 
good condition, drafts will be minimal, but the door is not sealed completely.

Water ingress should be minimal... 
Under normal weather conditions water ingress should also be minimal, but 
you may experience some ingress, as with light and drafts, where seals meet 
and in corners. Under extreme conditions, driving rain and high winds, ingress 
can be expected to increase. Never jet wash a door, not only may it damage the 
finish, but it can force open seals, causing water ingress.
The threshold is also a point where water ingress may occur. Gaps between 
the bottom seal and the threshold arising from an uneven threshold or a poorly 
fitted threshold will allow water ingress. If rain runoff can collect and pool at 
the bottom of a door instead of draining away from the door into a drainage 
channel, water ingress may occur. Fitting the door onto a stepped rebate behind 
a drainage channel is often effective in greatly reducing the likelihood of water 
ingress.
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https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/rft5xocgeouas5q5felyo/h?rlkey=u1aq9ug315j8bg9usulgzwqkr&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/rft5xocgeouas5q5felyo/h?rlkey=u1aq9ug315j8bg9usulgzwqkr&dl=0



